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Abstract: Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are omnipresent in modern
buildings and are responsible for a considerable share of consumed energy and the electricity
bill in buildings. On the other hand, solar energy is abundant and could be used to support the
building HVAC system through cogeneration of electricity and heat. Micro-scale concentrated solar
power (MicroCSP) is a propitious solution for such applications that can be integrated into the
building HVAC system to optimally provide both electricity and heat, on-demand via application of
optimal control techniques. The use of thermal energy storage (TES) in MicroCSP adds dispatching
capabilities to the MicroCSP energy production that will assist in optimal energy management in
buildings. This work presents a review of the existing contributions on the combination of MicroCSP
and HVAC systems in buildings and how it compares to other thermal-assisted HVAC applications.
Different topologies and architectures for the integration of MicroCSP and building HVAC systems
are proposed, and the components of standard MicroCSP systems with their control-oriented models
are explained. Furthermore, this paper details the different control strategies to optimally manage
the energy flow, both electrical and thermal, from the solar field to the building HVAC system to
minimize energy consumption and/or operational cost.
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1. Introduction
One of the major challenges that the world is facing today is climate change. The
repercussions of climate change are expected to be devastating in the future compared to
what several countries are experiencing currently. Indeed, heat waves, with very high and
unprecedented temperatures, struck several countries breaking records and reaching up to
41 ◦ C in South Korea in 2018 [1] and 48 ◦ C in Portugal in 2003 [2]. On the other hand, the
lowest temperature ever recorded on earth (−93.2 ◦ C) was reported in Antarctica in 2010 [3].
These extreme weather conditions cause high energy consumption in buildings due to
the increased demand for both cooling and heating in order to ensure the temperature
comfort of the users. Furthermore, the International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that
building direct emissions contributed to 28% of the global fossil fuel-based greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions in 2019 [4]. This leads to a vicious cycle and a snowball effect that, if not
addressed quickly and appropriately, could have drastic consequences on our planet in the
near future.
About 45% of the world’s primary energy resources are consumed by buildings [5].
Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are among the most energyconsuming loads in a building and are responsible for 40% of its energy consumption [5].
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Thus, HVAC systems are good candidates for energy efficiency programs and will benefit
greatly from integration with solar energy.
Solar energy is the principal and most abundant source of clean energy on the
planet [6]. Indeed, the total annual energy consumption of the entire world can be met by
solar collectors with 20% efficiency, covering a thousandth of the terrestrial sphere [7]. Solar
energy is an environment-friendly alternative for fossil fuel-based electricity generation
and heat production that is becoming more cost-competitive. Furthermore, the omnipresence of solar irradiation can be leveraged for distributed generation, hence avoiding the
expensive alternative of grid extension. Solar energy can reduce the transmission energy
losses and avoid fossil fuel-fired electricity generation, particularly in remote areas in
Africa [8] which has a very low electricity coverage rate while possessing a large potential
of solar irradiation [9].
This paper builds upon our prior works [10–22] in the area of modeling and control
of solar-assisted HVAC systems in buildings, particularly the integration of micro-scale
concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) into building HVAC systems. The main objective of
this review paper is to give an overview of the MicroCSP technology and how it can be
optimally controlled to get the full benefit from its integration into building HVAC systems.
More specifically, this paper presents the different components of a typical MicroCSP
system, and then it discusses various integration architectures of MicroCSP into building
HVAC systems. Moreover, the required modeling of the MicroCSP components is detailed
and the benefit of optimal model-based control of MicroCSP and building HVAC in tandem
is explained. Finally, this work provides a unique benchmark of optimal control strategies
for MicroCSP integrated into the building HVAC system since it aggregates comparable
results from extensive studies performed on the same testbed using the same experimental
measurements.
2. Solar-Assisted HVAC Systems
To understand the benefits of MicroCSP integration into HVAC systems, one should
review the existing thermal-assisted HVAC systems, especially the solar-based systems.
The three main technologies utilized to harvest solar power are: (i) the photovoltaic (PV)
cell technology commonly employed to generate electrical power; (ii) the solar thermal
power technology which is mainly used for heat generation; and (iii) the concentrated
solar power (CSP) technology that generates both electrical and thermal energy. Figure 1
categorizes the solar-assisted HVAC systems into three main categories, based on the solar
energy technology utilized in the system.
Table 1 lists some examples of the solar-assisted HVAC systems reported in the
literature. It can be noticed that water and air are the most used heat transfer fluid
(HTF) in thermal-assisted HVAC systems since they can absorb the heat in the primary
energy system while keeping the temperatures in the allowed operating range for the
HVAC systems.
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Figure 1. Types of solar-assisted HVAC systems for buildings [14,15,23–49].
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Table 1. Non-MicroCSP identified Thermal-assisted HVAC systems.

Thermal Assisted HVAC Plants

Country

COP */EER *

Primary Energy System

TES *

HTF *

Cardiff Univ. STACS System
UK
0.7
Evacuated tubes
Cold Water Single-Tank
Water
CIESOL building
Spain
0.6
Flat-plate
Hot Water Two-Tank
Water
Eng. School of Seville Solar Plant
Spain
1.34
Linear Fresnel Reflectors
None
Water
Fraunhofer Institute (UMSICHT) Plant
Germany
0.37–0.8
Evacuated tubes
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
Sannio Univ. Test Facility
Italy
3
MicroCHP
None
None
SERT Test Building
Thailand
0.5
Evacuated tubes
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ. Exptl. Setup
China
0.34–0.44
Compound Parabolic Collectors
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
SOLERA Project
Germany
0.6
Linear Fresnel Reflectors
None
None
Team UOW Solar Decathlon House
China/Australia
2.1
Air-based photovoltaic thermal
Phase Change Materiel
Air
Univ. Carlos III de Madrid Solar Facility
Spain
0.33
Flat-plate
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
Univ. of New Mexico ME Building
USA
3.8
Flat-plate and Evacuated tubes
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
Univ. of Saint Pierre Pilot Plant
France
1.5–2.5
Flat-plate
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
Univ. of Tech. Sydney Exptl. System
Australia
3.2–5.4
Evacuated tubes
Hot Water Single-Tank
Water
* COP, EER, TES, and HTF stand for coefficient of performance, energy efficiency ratio, thermal energy storage, and heat transfer fluid, respectively.

Ref.
[44]
[48]
[50]
[42]
[51,52]
[43]
[53]
[54]
[55,56]
[47]
[45,46]
[49]
[40,41]
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2.1. Solar Thermal-Assisted HVAC Systems for Buildings
The combination of a solar-thermal system with HVAC systems in buildings to lower
energy consumption and cost is quite common in the literature. One of the main technologies used are evacuated tubes and flat plates used by the authors of [45,46] for a
solar-thermal-assisted HVAC system in a university campus building that generates thermal energy. This thermal energy is first stored in a hot water tank and then dispatched either
to the heating coil or the absorption chiller that supplies the cold water tank. Look-ahead
scheduling based on day-ahead temperature and solar irradiation predictions allowed
the authors to save 30% of the annual energy cost. Cioccolanti et al. [57] investigated the
utilization of a small-scale trigeneration system using evacuated flat-plate collectors to
generate electricity, cooling, and heating for a building. They demonstrated that the optimal
sizing of the storage system can increase the overall efficiency by 6.5%. Nguyen et al. [58]
presented hybrid solar-assisted HVAC and water heating, as shown in Figure 2, where a
rolling stochastic optimization technique was used for the smart scheduling of energy to
significantly reduce the energy cost of the building by 50% compared to the conventional
HVAC and water heating system.
2.2. Solar Photovoltaic (PV)-Assisted HVAC Systems
Solar energy can be harnessed by the well-known photovoltaic (PV) systems that
use photovoltaic cells to convert solar radiation into electrical energy. PV-thermal, on
the other hand, is a hybrid solar-based system that can cogenerate both electricity and
low-grade heat. Compared to the conventional PV technology, PV-thermal has higher
overall efficiency since its heat extraction mechanism has a two-fold advantage: (i) it cools
off the photovoltaic cells which increases the efficiency and life cycle of the PV cells; and (ii)
the extracted low-grade heat can be exploited by HVAC systems and/or used for providing
hot water.
Ramos et al. [23] coupled PV-thermal panels with absorption chillers and heat pumps
(HP) in different topologies. For each topology, the authors ran simulations for ten different
sites in Europe showing that the proposed integrated system can fulfill the entire cooling
load and up to 60% of the heating load. Gu et al. [25] performed an economic analysis
of a building integrating PV-thermal panels in Sweden for electrical and thermal energy
cogeneration. By carrying out a sensitivity analysis on eleven factors based on the Monte
Carlo method, they concluded that PV-thermal panels are more lucrative for areas that
have higher solar irradiance and higher heating rates. In [24], the authors investigated
the trigeneration of heating, cooling, and electricity by a PV-thermal solar field in tandem
with absorption chillers. Based on experimental data collected from a university campus
testbed, they conducted an economic evaluation that compares the proposed system with
two other solar-thermal assisted systems, one composed of evacuated tube collectors
and the other consisting of PV panels. They demonstrated that the payback time of the
proposed trigeneration system is 2.3 times faster than the system based on evacuated tube
collectors and 2.7 times faster than the PV-based system, while significantly reducing the
GHG emissions.
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Figure 2. Solar-assisted HVAC system with flat-plate collector feeding a hot water tank storage connected to the HVAC
system for heating application. (Adapted from [59] with permission of IEEE).

2.3. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP)-Assisted HVAC Systems
The CSP technology has been widely used in large-scale power generation plants
since the 1973 energy crises [60] by converting high-temperature heat into electrical energy
through efficient conventional turbines. Nevertheless, CSP was originally utilized for
small-scale thermal-mechanical water pumping systems up to 100 kW [61] before being
adopted for large power plants. As shown in Figure 1, the CSP systems can be classified
into four main types, depending on the collectors technology: the solar tower collectors,
the parabolic trough collectors, the linear Fresnel collectors, and the dish Stirling.
Micro-scale cogenerated heat and power (MicroCHP) is a conventional decentralized cogeneration system widely used for the production of electricity and domestic
heating [51,52,62,63]. Their co-cogeneration capabilities and full dispatchability make MicroCHP systems promising for integration into building HVAC systems. However, their
primary source of energy is either biomass-fired boilers or fossil fuel-fired internal combustion engines, which contribute to GHG emissions. The trend of green distributed
generation made researchers consider a solar-based alternative by downsizing the CSP
technology into micro-scale concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) systems with a rated
power up to 1 MW [64]. MicroCSP has the same cogeneration capabilities as MicroCHP;
however, it uses solar as a primary source of energy instead of fuel and biomass.
In terms of thermodynamics, the MicroCSP power cycle is comparable to the conventional CSP plant. Indeed, similar to MicroCHP systems, the power engines used in
MicroCSP systems are, in most cases, based on the ORC that imitates the conventional
Ranking cycle, but, instead of using water as a working fluid, it utilizes an organic fluid
to convert low-grade thermal energy into electrical energy [65]. Even though the thermal
efficiency of the ORC engine is intrinsically low, the building can harvest the low-grade
waste heat of the ORC engine to fulfill the required thermal energy, hence improving the
overall efficiency [66]. Moreover, the combination of ORC engines with solar collectors is a
good candidate for renewable energy integration into buildings as they are becoming more
competitive with PV panels in terms of energy pricing [67].
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MicroCSP systems can provide both electrical power and heating source that can be
utilized in building HVAC systems. Our previous work [20] shows that, by integrating
MicroCSP into the HVAC system, buildings can save 8% more energy than what they could
have saved by using PV.
In 2011, the Department of Energy (DOE) of the United States started the SunShot
Initiative with the objective of increasing the competitiveness of solar power by decreasing the investment in utility-scale solar-based power plants by 75% making it around
$1000/kW [68]. The initiative has also set a goal for 2030 to reduce the levelized cost of
electricity (LCOE) of solar energy in residential applications by 90%. Due to the potential
of CSP technology in residential applications, the LCOE for CSP technology energy is
expected to be less than $0.05/kWh in 2030 compared to $0.21/kWh in 2010 [68]. Furthermore, the DOE allocated, in 2018, a $72 million budget envelope to develop the CSP
systems of the future [69].
Table 2 lists some of the MicroCSP systems that have been deployed either for research
and demonstration purposes or for commercial usage. One can notice that solar fields for
MicroCSP systems are mostly based on parabolic trough collectors (PTC). This is due to the
fact that PTC is a mature technology that has been in use for years [61]. Besides, PTC-based
solar fields are very easy to scale by simply connecting new arrays to the existing ones.
This paper explores the benefits and potentials of optimal integration of MicroCSP
technology into the building HVAC system, in different topologies, and with different
electricity price schemes. It also provides insights into the factors that differentiate MicroCSP from other thermal-assisted HVAC applications. Furthermore, it emphasizes the
importance of optimal control of the MicroCSP and building HVAC system. Indeed, our
previous study [20] concluded that designing optimal control frameworks that account for
the dynamics of the MicroCSP and the building HVAC system can significantly reduce the
energy consumption up to 70% compared to a conventional rule-based control scheme.
Table 2. Identified MicroCSP systems.

Country

Solar Field

HTF

Net Power

TES

Ref.

Australia
Australia
Belgium
China
Egypt
India
India
Italy
Italy
Italy
Lesotho
Lesotho
Morocco
Switzerland
USA

PTC
PTC
PTC
Solar Tower
PTC
Parabolic Dish
PTC
LFR
PTC
Parabolic Dish
PTC
PTC
LFR
LFR
PTC

Thermal oil
Pressurized water
Thermal oil
Water/Steam
Steam
Helium
Therminol VP-1
Diathermic oil
Molten salt
Water and propylenic glycol
Monoethylene glycol
Monoethylene glycol
Delco term solar E15
HCFC123 and HFC134a
Propylene Glycol

300 kW
175 kW
2.8 kW
1 MW
75 kW
9 kW
1 MW
1 MW
350 kW
11.5 kW
1 kW
3 kW
1 MW
10–25 kW
3 kW

None
None
Single-tank thermocline (pebble-bed)
Two stages: saturated steam/oil
None
None
None
None
2-tank direct (Molten salt)
Single-tank direct (Hot water)
None
Single-tank thermocline (Packed-bed)
Single-tank thermocline (Packed-bed)
None
Single-tank thermocline (Packed-bed)

[26]
[26]
[27]
[39]
[28]
[34]
[29]
[36]
[30]
[35]
[31]
[32]
[37]
[38]
[33]

3. MicroCSP and Building HVAC Architectures
3.1. MicroCSP Components
The three main components of a MicroCSP system are: (1) a solar field with a concentrated solar power technology; (2) a thermal energy storage (TES) system; and (3) a power
engine. Figure 3 presents the schematic of a sample MicroCSP system with a PTC-based
solar field, a two-tank TES system, and an ORC engine. These components are explained
in the following.
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Figure 3. Schematic of a typical MicroCSP system with a PTC, a two-tank TES, and an ORC engine.

3.1.1. Solar Field
Different technologies can be used in a solar field to harvest solar energy; however, in
MicroCSP systems, the solar field is composed of solar concentrator technologies, namely
PTC, parabolic dish concentrators, linear Fresnel reflectors, and solar towers. Figure 4
presents the main types of solar concentrators in solar fields. All four types of solar
concentrators utilize mirror reflectors to concentrate the sunbeam into either a linear tube
that carries the HTF in the case of parabolic trough collectors (PTC) and linear Fresnel
reflectors (LFR) or a focal point that holds the HTF in the case of solar towers and parabolic
dish concentrators, as shown in Table 3.
Solar towers can generate high-temperature HTF with a temperature ranging from
300 to 2000 ◦ C [70] and are usually combined with conventional Rankine cycle engines to
produce electricity efficiently. Depending on the solar field area, both parabolic troughs
and linear Fresnel reflectors can be coupled to the conventional Rankine cycle with hightemperature HTF or to ORC engines with low-temperature HTF. The parabolic dish concentrators technology, on the other hand, is often in tandem with Stirling engines exploiting
low-temperature HTF to produce electricity. The solar concentrators efficiency depends
essentially on the mirrors reflectivity and the receiver absorptance.
Table 3. Solar Concentrators Characteristics [64].

Concentrator Area

Focal Area

Tracking System

Concentration Ratio

Parabolic trough
Parabolic dish
Linear Fresnel reflector
Central receiver

Linear
Punctual
Linear
Ponctual/Planar

Biaxial tracking
Biaxial tracking
Monoaxial tracking
Biaxial tracking (Heliostat)

15–45
Up to 1000
10–40
1000–10,000
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Figure 4. Main types of solar concentrators in solar fields. (Reprinted from [71] with permission of
Elsevier).

3.1.2. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
TES systems have great benefits in solar electricity generation systems as they can:
(i) shift energy production to meet peak demand; (ii) counteract the inherent diurnal
fluctuation of solar radiation; and (iii) extend the power production to nighttime.
Compared to other storage technologies such as batteries or flywheels, TES systems
offer advantages when coupled with solar thermal applications. The main advantage is
related to the form of the energy stored in the TES. This is because storing heat directly,
before conversion in the power engine, avoids conversion losses related to the use of
other forms of energy. Furthermore, storing heat in the TES systems reduces system
complexity, which results in an extended life cycle and relatively low capital expenses for
the MicroCSP system.
The thermal energy can be stored as thermo-chemical heat in reversible endothermic
chemical reactions [72], latent heat in phase change materials (PCM) [73], or sensible
heat [74]. Sensible heat systems can store energy for days, even months if well insulated,
and have an efficiency that ranges from 50% to 90% [75]. PCM storage periods range from
a few hours to several months, depending on the material chosen, and have an efficiency
between 75% and 90% [75]. Chemical reaction-based storage systems have shorter storage
periods from hours to days; however, their efficiency starts from 75% and can reach 100%
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in some cases [75]. For low-temperature CSP applications such as MicroCSP, sensible heat
is the most effective option as PCM requires high temperatures and special piping to deal
with pressure variations. Furthermore, MicroCSP systems do not require seasonal/annual
thermal storage; instead, it relies on diurnal TES systems to store the thermal energy for
short periods, allowing load shifting for optimal operations [76].
3.1.3. Thermal Power Engines
The solar thermal energy collected by the solar concentrators in the solar field is either
stored in the TES or directly sent to the thermal power engine to be converted into electrical
energy and low-grade heat. Thermal power engines are governed by thermodynamic
cycles. One of the well-known and most used thermodynamics cycles in heat to electricity
conversion is the conventional Rankine cycle using water as working fluid in most use
cases [77]. Since the wet steam can be harmful to the turbine blades, power engines based
on conventional Rankine cycle are not suitable for MicroCSP systems as they require
high-temperature inputs [78].
An alternative to conventional Rankine cycles is the ORC, which is widely used in
solar applications due to its capacity to exploit low-temperature heat and convert it into
electrical energy by using an organic fluid with lower vaporization temperature instead
of water. However, the reported efficiencies of ORC engines are very low and do not
exceed 15% [79]. However, buildings can yet benefit from the cogenerated low-grade heat
of the ORC engine to reduce their energy consumption and operational cost of the HVAC
systems [20].
On the other hand, Stirling engines are known to have better efficiencies than ORC
engines [80] and can accommodate different heat sources including solar dishes with
efficiencies up to 64% [81]. The solar-powered Stirling engine is governed by the theoretical
Stirling cycle, as shown in Figure 5. The solar to electrical efficiency can reach up to 32%,
which the highest among CSP technologies [82]. On the other hand, the per kWh price
of the solar-powered Stirling engine is more expensive than the other CSP technologies,
which has prevented the wide adoption of this technology.

Figure 5. System diagram of solar dish Stirling engine showing its components and the Stirling
thermodynamic cycle (left); and energy conversion process showing the flow of energy and its
conversion in through the system (right). (Reprinted from [83] with permission of Elsevier).

3.2. MicroCSP Integration to Building HVAC: Architectures and Energy Flows
The MicroCSP system collects the solar thermal energy at the solar field level. This
collected energy is then stored in the TES before being dispatched into the thermal power
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engine to be converted into electrical and thermal energies that are used to assist the HVAC
system to supply heating or cooling to the building. The architecture of the MicroCSP
integration into the building HVAC system depends on the use case and heating/cooling
demand of the building. In the following, four main categories for integrating MicroCSP
and HVAC systems are explained.
3.2.1. Heating Cogeneration
The MicroCSP system is inherently capable of producing both electricity and heat.
This capability can be leveraged for heating applications in buildings by integrating the
MicroCSP system into the building HVAC system. Indeed, as we can see in Architecture
(a) in Figure 6, the energy produced in the solar field is stored in the TES before being
dispatched to the ORC engine following a specific control strategy. The ORC engine
converts the high-temperature heat into electrical energy and cogenerated low-grade
thermal energy. The electrical energy can supply heat pumps (HPs) of the HVAC system to
provide heating to the building. As per the low-grade cogenerated energy, depending on
the set points of the ORC engine, it is either injected directly to heat the building or utilized
to preheat the supply air to the HPs.
3.2.2. Cooling Cogeneration
The combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system can also supply cooling to the
building, as shown in Architecture (b) in Figure 6. In this application, the power produced
by the ORC is supplied to the cooling system, while the low-grade heat is used by the
absorption chiller [84] to provide cooling to the building.
This architecture tries to exploit the MicroCSP heat cogeneration to increase its overall
efficiency. However, to avoid dependency of the cooling loads on the MicroCSP system
and solar irradiation, an electricity-driven cooling system is also used and can be supplied
by the electricity grid.
3.2.3. Combined Heat and Cooling Cogeneration
In some cases, buildings require both heating and cooling simultaneously. For instance,
office buildings with on-premises computer servers and data centers would need cooling
for the computing systems and heating for the office rooms in winter. In such a case, the
MicroCSP system can be integrated into the building HVAC, as shown in Architecture
(c) in Figure 6, so that the electricity produced by the ORC is supplied to the HVAC
cooling system, while the heat is directly supplied to the building. However, the sizing
of the MicroCSP and TES in this application is critical as the heating loads of the building
will be entirely dependent on the MicroCSP production and consequently relying on
solar irradiation.
3.2.4. Trigeneration
Architecture (d) is proposed as an alternative that improves Architecture (c) and
provides both heating and cooling without being completely dependent on MicroCSP
production. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 6d, an electricity-driven heating system is
added to the system so that the system can be supplied through the electricity grid in case
the MicroCSP is not generating sufficient heat.
The four architectures presented in this section are the main system configurations
that are employed to leverage the integration of a MicroCSP system into the building
HVAC system depending on its applications or needs (heating, cooling, or both). Each
architecture is composed of several components that interact with each other and these
components need to be controlled so that they can operate optimally. Hence, modeling
these components is essential to understand their dynamics, predict the system response,
and design appropriate model-based control strategies.
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Figure 6. Architectures for MicroCSP system integration into building HVAC systems: (a) heating cogeneration architecture,
(b) cooling cogeneration architecture, (c) combined heat and cooling cogeneration architecture, and (d) trigeneration
architecture.
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4. Modeling of MicroCSP Integrated into HVAC Systems
The optimal control and integration of a MicroCSP system into the HVAC system of a
building require modeling of every component of the overall system. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 7, the models of the different component should exchange information in such a
way that the overall model can reflect the behavior of the actual system in the most reliable
manner. Such complex systems that combine thermal, thermo-mechanical, and electrical
systems are challenging to model, particularly if one tries to develop high-fidelity models.
This review focuses on the optimal control of the MicroCSP integrated into the building
HVAC systems and does not focus on the issues of controlling the individual components.
Thus, internal models of each MicroCSP components are not discussed, and only loworder control-oriented models that describe the energy flow and conversion through the
systems are discussed. In this section, required governing equations to simulate MicroCSP
for integration into HVAC systems are explained. The selected components are based
on a common MicroCSP architecture. The models of the selected MicroCSP and HVAC
components are experimentally validated in our previous works [10,12,13,15,85,86].

;

;

;

Organic
Rankine
Cycle
TES

Solar
Field

Building
HVAC

Figure 7. Overview of MicroCSP components models along with system variables.

4.1. Solar Collectors
The solar field in MicroCSP applications is composed of short PTC (Figure 8) with less
than 100 m of length, hence a one-dimensional collectors model is used [87]. For each time
step t, starting with an inlet temperature Tht f (t, 0), HTF heat capacity Cht f (t, 0) and mass
flow rate ṁ are determined:
1.

Finding the solar power absorbed by 1-m section of the absorber:
Q̇ gain

=

DN I · A aper · τgl · α abs · ρcl · ηe f f · K

(1)

where DN I is the direct normal irradiation (W/m2 ); A aper is the aperture area and is
determined by A aper = a · L (m2 ) with L = 1 m; τgl is the transmittance of the glass
envelope; α abs is the absorptance of the absorber; ρcl is reflectance of the clean mirror; ηe f f
is the effective optical efficiency; and K is the incident angle modifier (K = 1 for normal
incidence).
2.

Q̇loss = a0 + a1 · ( Tht f

Finding the heat loss in 1-m section using the following correlation:


√
2
3
2
− Tamb ) + a2 · Tht
+
a
·
T
+
a
·
DN
I
·
K
·
T
+
V
·
a
+
a
·
(
T
−
T
)
w
3
5
6
4
ht
f
amb
ht f
f
ht f

(2)

where Vw is the wind speed (m/s) and ak are the correlation coefficients given in reference [88].
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Figure 8. Schematic of a PTC.

3.

Calculating the power absorbed by the fluid over 1-m section:
Q̇ abs

4.

= Q̇ gain − Q̇loss

(3)

Finding the outlet temperature of the 1-m section:
ht f

TSOL,out

ht f

= TSOL,in +

Q̇ abs
ṁht f · Cht f

(4)

where Cht f and ṁht f are, respectively, the heat capacity and the mass flow rate of the
HTF.
5.

Finally, Steps 1–4 are repeated for each section to simulate the HTF temperature for
the total length of the collectors.
The inlet temperature of each 1-m section is the outlet temperature to the next collector
section, while the inlet temperature of the first section is the outlet to the TES tank
and the outlet temperature of the last section is the inlet temperature to the TES tank.

4.2. Thermal Energy Storage
Optimal control of MicroCSP operations involves controlling the energy flows within
the TES system. The optimal controller must include the state of charge (SOC) of the
TES in its constraints and maintain it within the allowed range. Since the TES systems
in MicroCSP are not intended for long-term storage, the temperature of the HTF inside
the TES tanks/reservoirs is assumed to remain constant over time. Hence, the SOC is
estimated based on the mass/volume of the HTF, depending on the TES technology.
4.2.1. Single-Tank System
The simplest TES system used in MicroCSP applications is the single-tank system.
The entire volume of the HTF is stored in the single reservoir where a thermocline forms a
separating layer between the hot HTF at the top of the reservoir and the cold HTF at the
bottom. The temperatures in both cold and hot HTF are assumed to remain constant over
time; hence, the energy balance of the TES is given by [89]:
!
Q̇ TES,k
TES
TES
Ek+1 = Ek + ηch · Q̇SOL,k −
· ∆t
(5)
ηdi
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where EkTES is the energy in the TES at instant k; ηch and ηdi are charging and discharging efficiencies of the TES, respectively; Q̇SOL is the thermal power from the PTC solar array; and
Q̇ TES is the thermal power from the TES. Assuming that the TES reservoirs are well insulated, the charging and discharging efficiency of the TES can be set to 1 (i.e., ηch = ηdi = 1 ).
Hence, the SOC of the TES is estimated at each time step k as follows
TES
SOCkTES
+
+1 = SOCk

∑kk+1 ( Q̇SOLk − Q̇ TESk ) · ∆t
CTES

(6)

where CTES is the heat capacity of the TES.
The presented single-tank model assumes that the HTF is separated by a thermocline
into two volumes of HTF with constant temperature in each volume. However, a more
detailed modeling approach can be used by considering the stratified thermocline singletank TES system, as shown in Figure 9. It is a vertical cylinder divided horizontally into
N equal layers called nodes. For each node, the energy balance equations are derived to
capture the thermal energy coming from the solar field (QSOL ), energy loss (Qloss ), and the
dispatched energy to the ORC (Q TES ). A system of N differential equations is obtained [90].

Figure 9. Schematic of stratified themocline TES. (Reprinted from [90] with permission of Elsevier).

4.2.2. Two-Tank System
The two-tank TES system is one of the well-known technologies used in MicroCSP applications. As the name suggests, the two-tank TES system is composed of two fully-mixed
reservoirs that usually have a cylindrical shape and which can store the entire quantity of
HTF. During charging mode, the low-temperature HTF leaves the “cold tank” into the solar
fields to absorb the solar heat before accumulating at the “hot tank”. During discharging,
the HTF is dispatched from the “hot tank” into the power engine. After transmitting its
thermal energy to the working fluid (WF) of the ORC through the evaporator, the lowtemperature HTF is pumped back to the “cold tank”. In terms of modeling, the equations
applied to the single-tank TES system are valid for the two-tank TES system. Indeed, from a
thermodynamic point of view, both systems are identical, since we have neglected the heat
transfer between hot and cold fluid in the single-tank TES system. The only difference is
that the boundaries between hot HTF and cold HTF are physical in the case of the two-tank
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TES system. Thus, the estimation of the SOC of two-tank TES at each time step k is the same
as Equation (6); however, CTES , in this case, is the TES heat capacity of both reservoirs.
4.3. Thermal Power Engines
Dynamic modeling of Organic Ranking Cycles (ORC) engines for solar applications
is well reported in the literature [88,91–96]. However, most of the dynamic ORC models
are complex and computationally intensive, which makes them undesired for real-time
optimal control applications. A control-oriented model of the ORC engine is detailed in
this section.
Figure 10 presents the schematic of the ORC engine. The first process of the ORC cycle
is evaporation. In this process, the heat absorbed by the evaporator is consisting of the
heat supplied by the HTF dispatched from the TES to the WF through the heat exchanger,
which is given by the following equation:
Q̇ TES

= (U A) HE · ∆TLMTD

(7)

where U is the heat transfer coefficient of the plate heat exchanger derived from [97,98]
and A is the plate area.

3

Turbine

4

Condenser

Pump

Motor

Evaporator
2

1

Figure 10. Schematic of the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system. The circled numbers show the four
states of the ORC system. (Adapted from [20] with permission of Elsevier).

To determine the temperature differences and the heat transfer between the HTF and
the WF at the heat exchanger, Mitterhofer and Orosz [33] proposed to use the logarithmic
mean of the temperature differences (LMTD) between: (i) the HTF entering and the WF
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leaving the heat exchanger; and (ii) the HTF exiting the heat exchanger and the WF
entering it.
ht f

∆TLMTD

wf

ht f

wf

( TTES,out − T2 ) − ( TTES,in − T1 )

=

ln

ht f

wf

ht f

wf

( TTES,out − T2 )

(8)

( TTES,in − T1 )

However, the LMTD method assumes that the temperatures of the HTF and the WF
are constant and that the mass flow rate does not vary. This assumption is not valid for the
control strategies that dispatch the HTF from the TES to have variable energy output from
the power engine. Hence, the thermal power supplied to the ORC by the TES (Q̇ TES ) can
be estimated by [20]
Q̇ TES

ht f

ht f

ht f

= ṁ TES · c p,ht f · ( TTES,out − TTES,in )

(9)

The equations that govern the power flow in an ORC engine are
wf

PGross = ηgen · ṁORC · (h2 − h3 )

(10a)

wf

PMotor =

ṁORC · (h1 − h4 )
η Motor

(10b)

PORC = PGross − PMotor

(10c)

wf
Q̇COG = ṁORC · (h3 − h4 )
ht f
ht f
Q̇ TES = ṁ TES · c p,ht f · ( TTES,out

(10d)
ht f

− TTES,in )

(10e)

where Pgross and PORC are, respectively, the gross and net electrical power generated by the
turbine generator of the ORC; Ppump is the power consumed by the ORC pump; Q̇COG is
the thermal power produced by the ORC; h1 , h2 , h3 , and h4 are the enthalpies of the WF
at the inputs and outputs of the turbine and the pump, respectively; η pump and ηgen are
the pump efficiency and turbine generator efficiency, respectively; ṁtes and ṁw f are the
mass flow rates of the TES fluid and WF of the ORC, respectively; and Tev,in and Tev,out are,
respectively, the temperatures at the input and output of the ORC evaporator. Further, it
can be shown that:
ht f

PORC = f (ṁ TES )
ht f

Q̇COG = g(ṁ TES )

(11a)
(11b)

It should be noted that the control-oriented model of the ORC needs to be calibrated
using experimental or manufacturer data.
4.4. HVAC System Modeling
There are different HVAC systems that can be used in buildings. Heat pumps (HP)
are considered as one of the cleanest energy-efficient HVAC systems to supply heat to
buildings. Here, an HP model is explained that is linked to a MicroCSP system below. The
energy conversion in a HP is described by [10]:
H
Pi,t

=

su · c
su
HP
ṁi,t
p,air · (Ti,t − Ti,t )

COP( Tthot )

(12)

where Pi,t is the electrical power consumed by the HP; ṁisu is the the mass flow rate of
HP is the HP inlet air temperature;
supply air; T su is the temperature of the supply air; Ti,t
Tthot is the heat source temperature of the HP; and COP is the coefficient of performance of
the HP which is a function of the heat source temperature.
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The power consumed by the HVAC fan (PtF ) is proportional to the cubic power of the
mass flow rate of the HTF:

3
su
PtF = γF · ṁi,t
(13)
where γF is the fan coefficient.
4.5. Building Thermal Model
The building thermal model is a central component in the design of the optimal HVAC
control strategies since it simulates the thermal dynamics that affect the temperature of the
rooms and HVAC load. The most common approach for having a control-oriented thermal
model of the building is the nodal approach based on the thermal/electrical analogy
where electrical elements such as current sources, resistors, and capacitors are utilized to,
respectively, represent heat generation, heat transfer among building thermal zones, and
heat storage in the room air and walls [10,11,13].
Using the thermal/electrical analogy, the building can be simulated as an electrical
circuit where the nodes represent the rooms and walls of the building, connected through
electrical elements. Figure 11 illustrates a sample room and its analogous electrical circuit.
i = 1, . . . , q are the identifier numbers assigned to each room. The heat transfer of the walls
between nodes i and j is given by [13]:
w
Ci,j
·

w
dTi,j

dt

=

∑w

k ∈Ni,j

w
Tkr − Ti,j
wi,j
Rk

w
w
+ ri,j
· γi,j · Ai,j
· Qrad
i,j

(14)

w is the wall temperature; C w is the wall heat capacity; T r is the temperature of
where Ti,j
i,j
k
wi,j

the rooms neighboring to the wall; Rk is the thermal resistance between the wall and the
w and γ are, respectively, the area and the radiation heat absorptivity
adjacent node k; Ai,j
i,j
of wall; r w identifies whether the wall is peripheral (r w =1) or internal (r w =0); Qrad
i,j is the
w
radiative heat flux density on the wall; and Ni,j represents the set of the wall adjacent nodes.
The ith room temperature (Tir ) is determined by the following equation [10]:
Cir ·

h T − Tr
i
dTir
k
win
i
= ∑
+ πi,k · τkw · Ai,k
· Qrad
+ ṁri · c pavg · ( Tis − Tir ) + Q̇int
i
i
dt
R
r
i,k
k ∈N

(15)

i

where Cir represents the heat capacity of the room air; Tk is the temperature of adjacent
node k; Tis , ṁri , and c pavg are the temperature, the mass flow rate, and the average specific
heat capacity of the supply air to the room, respectively; πi,j identifies whether there is a
win is the window’s
window between the room i and node k (πi,j = 1) or not (πi,j = 0); Ai,j
w is the transmissivity of window’s glass; Qrad is the radiative heat flux density on
area; τi,j
i
r
the window room i; and Q̇int
i is the room’s intrinsic heat generation. Ni represents the set
of the adjacent nodes to the room.
The disturbance to thermal model of the building is approximated as a linear function
int
of Tkr (t), Q̇rad
i ( t ) and Q̇i ( t ) [11]:

w(t)

int
= a · Tkr (t) + b · Q̇rad
i ( t ) + c · Q̇i ( t )

(16)

Using Equations (14)–(16), the state-space equation of the thermal model of the building is:
ẋ (t) = f ( x (t), u(t), w(t), t)

(17a)

y(t) = C · x (t)

(17b)
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where x (t) ∈ Rn is the state vector composed of the temperatures of the building’s rooms
and walls; y(t) ∈ Rm is the output vector including the building rooms temperatures; and
u(t) is the input vector composed of the temperature and mass flow rate of the supply air.
C is the output matrix with the proper dimensions to select room temperatures from the
state vector.

Figure 11. Schematic of a sample building room using the thermal/electrical analogy. (Adapted
from [11] with permission of Elsevier).

5. Optimal Model Predictive Control
The dynamic models in Section 4 are implemented into optimal control frameworks
to optimize combined MicroCSP and HVAC systems. In this section, the design of optimal
model predictive controllers (MPCs) for the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system is discussed. The designed MPCs are classified into three branches based on their
control objectives, as shown in Figure 12. The first branch minimizes the building energy
consumption. The second branch and the third branch minimize the electrical energy
cost of the building considering the dynamic pricing and the electrical power grid status,
respectively. Each branch in Figure 12 further lists the MPC frameworks designed and
evaluated by our prior studies in [16–22]. This Section is organized into two parts. First, the
structure and formulation of each of the designed MPC (Figure 12) is discussed. Next, the
results of the MPCs in Figure 12 are discussed and compared with a common rule-based
controller (RBC).
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Optimal Model
Predictive Control of MicroCSP System

Building Electricity
Cost Minimization with
Dynamic Electricity Pricing [17,20]

Building Energy
Management

Building to Grid
Demand Response Participation [16]

Energy
Minimization [18–20]

2nd Law and Exergy
Destruction Minimization [21,22]
Figure 12. Classification of MPC frameworks for MicroCSP integrated into building HVAC systems.

5.1. Control Structure
In this section, the structure of the designed MPCs for a common heating application
(Architecture (a) in Figure 6) of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system is
discussed for a same building testbed. Lakeshore Center building at Michigan Technological University is the testbed utilized in all our prior studies in [16–22]; thus, it is briefly
explained here. This is an office building with three floors. Each individual office room is
considered as a thermal zone. The thermal zone is heated in three stages (Figure 13):
•
•

•

In the air handling unit (AHU), air from the outside is preheated by exchanging energy
with return air from the thermal zone in the energy recovery ventilator (ERV).
In the MicroCSP, solar energy is converted to low-grade thermal energy (Q̇COG ) and
electricity (PORC ). The preheated air in the AHU is further heated by the low-grade
thermal energy from the ORC.
The Heat pump (HP) further heats the air from the AHU to the thermal zone by using
electricity from the ORC and/or from the power grid.

5.1.1. Building Energy Management
The energy of the building can be optimized by using the first and/or second law of
thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics encapsulates the energy usage and the
energy conversion efficiency of the system. The second law of thermodynamics encapsulates the quality of different forms of energy (solar energy, thermal energy, electricity,
etc.) in a given environment. The second law of thermodynamics further differentiates
the total input energy into the available energy, known as exergy, and unavailable energy.
In tune with that, the structure of the designed MPCs based on the first and second laws
of thermodynamics are discussed in this section. The MPCs designed by applying the
first and second laws of thermodynamics are termed as the energy-based MPC (EMPC)
and exergy-based MPC (XMPC), respectively. In addition to MPCs, the structure of the
designed adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) controller trained by EMPC data
is discussed. The ANFIS controller is designed as a compromise between optimality and
computational effort of the controller.
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Figure 13. MicroCSP and HVAC testbed in this work. (Adapted from [17] with permission of
Elsevier).

5.1.1.1. Energy-Based Model Predictive Controller (EMPC)
Figure 14 shows the structure of an EMPC [18,20] designed for the combined MicroCSP
and building HVAC system. The designed EMPC maintains the temperature (T r ) of each
room of the building within the ASHRAE specified upper and lower comfort temperature
bounds (T̄tr and T rt ), respectively, by minimizing the electrical energy usage of the building.
Equation (18) shows the electrical energy usage (Eb ) of the building HVAC system.
P H and P F are calculated using Equations (12) and (13), respectively.
tf

Eb =

∑ [( P H [t] + PF [t]) · ∆t]

(18)

t =0

The electrical energy consumption of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system (ESys ) is calculated as shown in Equation (19).
tf

ESys = Eb −

∑ ( PORC [t] · ∆t)

(19)

t =0

At any given time (t), the HVAC fan power consumption (P F ) is assumed to be constant
for the testbed studied, whereas the HVAC power consumption (P H ) is proportional to
T su (Equation (12)), and the electrical power from the ORC (PORC ) is a function of ṁtes
according to Equation (11).
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Figure 14. Structure of the energy-based MPC to control MicroCSP and HVAC systems. (Reprinted
from [20] with permission of Elsevier).

The designed EMPC minimizes the electrical energy usage of the building by optimizing the HP supply temperature (T su ), and the mass flow rate of TES fluid (ṁtes )
at the current time (t) and future time (t + k) by utilizing the ambient temperature and
solar irradiation predictions, and the ASHRAE specified temperature bound. The ambient
temperature and solar irradiation forecast data can be obtained from commercial organizations like Solcast [99]. Furthermore, the designed EMPC is bound by constraints and
manufacturer specified limits. In the designed EMPC, soft constraints are used by adding
slack variables (ē and e) and multiplying the slack variables by a weight factor (ρwt ) to
be minimized while ensuring optimal solution at all times. The objective function of the
designed EMPC is detailed in Equation (20) subject to the constraints in Equation (21).
min

ṁtes ,T su ,ē,e

{ ESys + ρwt · (|ē| + |e|)}

(20)

Subject to the following constraints:
Tt+k+1|t = ATt+k|t + BTtsu
+k|t + Edt+k|t

(21a)

Ttz+k|t

(21b)

= CTt+k|t

PORC,t+k|t = f (ṁtest+k|t )

(21c)

Q̇COG,t+k|t = g(ṁtest+k|t )

(21d)
t + k +1| t

SOCtTES
+ k +1| t

=

SOCtTES
+k|t

+

∑t+k|t

( Q̇SOLt+k|t − Q̇ TESt+k|t ).∆t
CTES

SOC1TES = SOCtTES
max
SOC TES ≤ SOCtTES
+k+1|t ≤ SOC

(21e)
(21f)

TES

(21g)

0 ≤ ṁtest+k|t ≤ ṁmax

(21h)

TtHP
+k|t
r
T t+k|t

(21i)

≤

Ttsu
+k|t

≤ T̄t+k|t

− et+k|t ≤ Ttr+k|t ≤ T̄tr+k|t + ēt+k|t

et+k|t , ēt+k|t ≥ 0

(21j)
(21k)
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The thermal dynamics of the building rooms are captured by the equality constraints
in the state-space Equations (21a) and (21b); the ORC model is included in Equations (21c)
and (21d); SOC of the TES is estimated in Equation (21e); Equation (21f) presents the
charge sustaining constraints of the TES; Equation (21g) bounds the SOC of the TES
within the lower and upper bounds set to 5% and 95%, respectively; Equation (21h)
is the maximum HTF mass flow rate (ṁmax ) dictated by the ORC manufacturer [100];
Equation (21i) shows the constraints on the supply air temperature that also represents
the constraint on the control input; Equation (21j) defines the temperature bounds of the
thermal zone temperature and includes the slack variables that relaxes this constraint to
add flexibility and guarantee the existence of a solution of the optimization; and, finally,
Equation (21k) enforces that the slack variables are always positive.
Offline EMPC-Trained Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) Controller
The designed EMPC is computationally expensive and is not easily implementable
in low-cost HVAC controllers currently available in the market. To mitigate this problem,
we proposed in [19] an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) controller. The
designed ANFIS controller is computationally inexpensive and easily implementable since
it is rule-based and capable of approximating nonlinear functions.
The designed ANFIS controller consists of two cascaded ANFIS models acting one after the other. Each ANFIS model consists of a five-layer artificial neural network (Figure 15)
that is trained offline using data from the EMPC (Figure 14) for a broad operating range
of the building. The first ANFIS model is fed by the temperature difference (∆T) between
the room temperature and the lower comfort temperature bound, and the SOC of the TES.
The output of the first ANFIS model is the thermal power dispatched from the TES (Q̇ TES ).
Then, the second ANFIS model takes the thermal power dispatched from the TES as an
input along with the difference between the room temperature and the lower comfort
temperature bound. Finally, the designed ANFIS controller commands the required supply
temperature (T su ) by deciding the quantity of heat needed from the HP to ensure that the
room air temperature is within the comfort temperature bounds.
(a)ANFIS 1

(b)ANFIS 2
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Layer I
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Inputs

A2

A1
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Output
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N
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N

B2

Figure 15. Structure of the EMPC-trained ANFIS controller for the combined MicroCSP and HVAC system.
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5.1.1.2. Exergy-Based Model Predictive Controller (XMPC)
Exergy analysis provides much more insight than energy analysis for the control of
a system to maximize the efficiency in a particular environment [101]. Exergy analysis
can determine the loss of work potential (i.e., exergy destruction) during a process, which
is caused by the irreversibilities and entropy production in a system [102]. Hence, the
optimality of the designed exergy-based MPC (XMPC) [21,22] is determined by the exergy
saving of the combined HVAC and MicroCSP system in a building.
Figure 16 shows the structure of the designed XMPC for the combined MicroCSP and
HVAC system. The designed XMPC maintains the temperature (T r ) of each room in the
building within the specified upper and lower comfort temperature bounds (T̄tr and T rt )
by maximizing the second law efficiency of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system.
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Figure 16. Structure of the exergy-based MPC for the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system. (Reprinted from [21] with permission of Elsevier).

Equation (22) shows that reducing the exergy destruction (Ẋdest ) or increasing the
exergy recovered (Ẋrec ) for a given supplied exergy (Ẋsup ) will increase the second law
efficiency (η I I ) of the system.
ηI I =

Ẋrec
=
Ẋsup

1−

Ẋdest
Ẋsup

(22)

b ) assuming that
Equation (23) evaluates the exergy destruction in the building (Ẋdest
all the building rooms are flowing control volumes. Minimizing the exergy destruction in
b ) minimizes the energy usage of the building accounting for the ambient
the building (Ẋdest
ORC ) is a
conditions. Finally, Equation (24) shows that exergy recovered in the ORC (Ẋrec
function of the mass flow rate of TES fluid (ṁtes ) and the operating pressure ratio (r p ) of
the ORC.


r [t] − T r [t]
T
T [t]
j
i
b
Ẋdest
[t] = ∑  ∑ (1 − amb
)
r [ t ] )(
w
T
R
i
i,j
i ∈ Nir
j∈ Nir


T su [t]
(23)
+ ṁri [t] · c p,air · (Ti su [t] − Tir [t]) − Tamb [t] · cv,air · ln( i r )
Ti [t]

!
mroom
· cv,air
Tir [t]
r
r
i
−
· ( Ti [t] − Ti [t − 1]) − Tamb [t] · ln r
tsample
Ti [t − 1]
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ORC
Ẋrec
[t] = f (ṁtes [t], r p [t])

(24)

Equation (25) shows the objective function of the XMPC designed to maximize the
second law efficiency of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system.
min

T su ,r p ,ṁtes ,ē,e

b
ORC
{ Ẋdest
− Ẋrec
+ ρwt · (|ē| + |e|)}

(25)

The designed XMPC optimizes the HP supply temperature (T su ), r p , and ṁtes at the
current time (t) and future time (t + k) knowing the ambient temperature, solar irradiation,
and temperature bound predictions. However, the designed XMPC actuates the TES, ORC,
and HP at the current time (t). The designed XMPC uses soft constraints (ē and e) to ensure
optimal solution at all times. The designed XMPC is subject to the exergy related equality
constraints in Equation (26) along with the constraints previously listed in Equation (21).

b
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− Tir

t+k|t

w
Ri,j

)
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+k|t

Ti su

t+k|t

Tir
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(26a)
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−
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· cv,air
t+k|t
i
]}
· [( Tirt+k|t − Tirt+(k−1)|t − Tambt+k|t · ln r
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Ti
t+(k−1)|t

ORC
Ẋrec
= f (ṁtest+k|t , r pt+k|t )
t+k|t

(26b)

5.1.2. Energy Cost-Based Model Predictive Controller (CMPC)
The designed EMPC in Section 5.1.1.1 minimizes the energy usage of the combined
MicroCSP and building HVAC system. Furthermore, the designed EMPC also minimizes
the electrical energy cost when the price of electrical energy is fixed during a day. However,
EMPC needs to be re-designed to minimize the electrical energy cost of the combined
MicroCSP and building HVAC system when the price of electrical energy is dynamic and
changes during a day. To this end, in our prior works [17,20], we designed variants of
the energy cost-based MPCs (CMPCs) for the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
systems. Figure 17 shows the structure of the designed CMPC. The designed CMPC
minimizes the electrical energy cost of the building HVAC and MicroCSP system while
maintaining the temperature of the thermal zone within the specified comfort temperature
bounds.
The electrical energy cost is calculated as the product of the locational marginal price
(Ωt ) of electricity and the electrical energy consumed by the combined MicroCSP and
building HVAC system (ESys ). Section 5.1.1.1 shows that the electrical energy consumption
of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system (ESys ) is controlled by the HP
supply temperature (T su ) and the mass flow rate of TES fluid (ṁtes ). In tune with that, the
objective function of the designed CMPC is given in Equation (27), subject to the same
constraints previously listed in Equation (21).
min

ṁtes ,T su ,ē,e

{ ESys · Ωt + ρwt · (|ē| + |e|)}

(27)
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Figure 17. Structure of the MPC to minimize electrical energy cost. (Reprinted from [20] with
permission of Elsevier).

5.1.3. Building to Grid Demand Response Model Predictive Controller (DRMPC)
Building HVAC systems combined with MicroCSP have great potential to provide
ancillary services to support the power grid and participate in the demand response (DR)
programs by readjusting their consumption. Our prior work [16] discusses a building to
grid demand response MPC (DRMPC) that shows the effect of incentives on the participation of the building to the DR program and its allegiance to the requested DR load.
Figure 18 shows the structure of the designed DRMPC to maintain the room temperature within the comfort temperature bounds while minimizing the HVAC and MicroCSP
electrical energy cost by considering the DR incentive (Θ) from the grid operator. The
objective function of the designed DRMPC is provided in Equation (28):
T

min
su

,ṁtes ,e,ē



ESys · (Ωt − Θt ) + ρwt · (|e| + |ē|)



(28)

The optimization problem is subject to the constraints listed in Equation (21) along
with the grid power limitation constraint in Equation (29):
PSyst+k|t ≤ PGridt+k

(29)

While the objective function ensures that the building will consume more energy when
the DR incentive is sent by the grid operator, the constraint of Equation (29) guarantees
that the building power consumption (PSys ) is always less than or equal to the maximum
allowable building power consumption from the grid (PGrid ).
In Equation (28), the electrical energy cost of the combined MicroCSP and building
HVAC system is modified from CMPC in Section 5.1.2 to take advantage of Θ from the
grid operator. Furthermore, Section 5.1.1.1 shows that ESys is controlled by T su , and ṁtes .
Finally, Equation (28) uses soft constraints (e and ē) to ensure feasibility of the solution at
all times.
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5.2. Control Results
The controllers in Section 5.1 are implemented for the testbed in Figure 13. Here, the
results from our previous studies [16,19–21] for the same testbed are discussed. To provide
a fair comparison among different control methods, the results are presented for a same
sunny winter day (Figure 19) considering 72 rooms (thermal zones), a prediction horizon
of 24 h, and a 30 min time step. Note that the optimizations were performed through
the Yalmip toolbox [103] in MATLAB® using an open-source solver IPOPT [104] and a
commercial solver Gurobi [105].
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Figure 19. Outdoor ambient temperature (Tamb ) and solar direct normal irradiance (DN I) and
measured every half an hour for a sample day (18 March 2016) in Houghton, MI, USA. (Reprinted
from [21] with permission of Elsevier).

The baseline rule-based controller (RBC) has the following rules to determine supply
air temperature by the HP:
•

The HP is switched off if the room air temperature is above the upper limit for the
r ).
desired air temperature of the room (T̄i,t
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•
•

The HP is switched on to its maximum capacity (Ti,tsu = T̄i,t ) if the room air temperature
is below the lower limit for desired air temperature of the room (T ri,t ).
If the room air temperature is between the upper and lower limits for the desired air
temperature of the room, then, to avoid chattering of HP, the HP is switched Off or
On depending on the HP status at the previous time step.

Figure 20 shows the control results of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system when the baseline RBC, EMPC, ANFIS controller, XMPC, CMPC, and DRMPC are
applied. In Figure 20, each section consists of three subplots:
(i)

Room air temperature profile, HP supply air temperature, and ASHRAE temperature
comfort bound based on room occupancy
(ii) Heat flow rate and electrical power from the ORC
(iii) Consumed electricity power, localized marginal pricing (LMP), and/or DR signal
from the grid
The performance of each controller in Figure 20 is discussed in the following.
RBC: The room air temperature in Figure 20a1 starts at 21 ◦ C and ramps down until it
reaches below the lower temperature bound. Then, the HP is switched on to its
maximum capacity to increase the room air temperature. From 8:30 AM to 7:30 PM,
the heat rate from MicroCSP through the ORC maintains the room air temperature
within the bounds, while the HP is switched off. The electricity and heat rate from the
ORC are shown in Figure 20a2 . Electricity from the ORC is used to aid the electrical
consumption of the HVAC fan in the room. At 7:30 PM, the solar energy production
ceases for the day and the heat rate from the TES is fully utilized by the ORC. Hence,
the room air temperature ramps down from 7:30 PM until it reaches below the lower
temperature bound at about 8:30 PM. When the room air temperature reaches below
the lower temperature bound, the HP switches on again to its maximum capacity.
Figure 20a3 shows the power consumed by the HP from the grid.
EMPC: This optimal controller predicts room air temperature and available solar thermal
energy via ORC; thus, it predicts when the room air temperature is about to violate
the lower temperature bound and supplies the minimum amount of energy required
for the HP to maintain the room air temperature at the lower temperature bound. In
addition, EMPC controls the TES to optimally store the heat from the PTC and supply
it to the ORC. From 8:30 AM to 6:30 PM and from 7:30 to 8:30 PM, the heat rate from
ORC maintains the room air temperature within the temperature bounds, while the
HP is switched off. The electrical power and heat flow rate from the ORC are shown
in Figure 20b2 . Electricity from the ORC is used to aid the electrical consumption of
the HVAC fan in the room. After 8:30 PM, the room air temperature ramps down
until the end of the day. Compared to Figure 20a3 , Figure 20b3 shows much less
electrical power consumed by the HP from the grid.
ANFIS: ANFIS controller is a rule-based controller trained by the optimal EMPC. Therefore, the ANFIS controller tries to mimic optimal EMPC but does not have the
capability to predict like EMPC. In tune with that, Figure 20c1 shows that the room air
temperature is maintained near the lower temperature bound. From 7:00 AM to 8:30
PM, unlike EMPC, the room air temperature is not always at the lower temperature
bound but the room air temperature goes above and below the lower temperature
bound. In addition, by comparing Figure 20a1 ,c1 , it can be seen that the magnitude of
the room air temperature violations is reduced when we move from RBC to ANFIS
controller. This is because RBC does not undergo training and mainly acts on current
measured room temperature and previous control actions but the ANFIS controller is
trained by the optimal EMPC. Figure 20c2 shows that the ORC is operational from
9:00 AM to 8:30 PM, and the heat rate from ORC maintains the room air temperature
within the temperature bounds, while the electricity from the ORC is used to aid the
electrical consumption of the HVAC fan in the room.
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Figure 20. Control results of the different control frameworks for a winter day shown in Figure 19. (Adapted from [16,19–21]).
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XMPC: Figure 20d1 shows the room air temperature when the optimal XMPC is applied
to the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system. XMPC minimizes the exergy
destruction in the room and maximizes the exergy recovered in the ORC. Hence,
XMPC adds the minimum amount of heat to the room such that the exergy destruction
of the room is minimum. Additionally, XMPC operates the ORC at the optimal
pressure ratio (r p ) so that the exergy recovered from the ORC is maximized. HP
supplies the heat to the room from 7:00 AM to 8:30 AM and from 7:00 PM to 8:30
PM, when there is no availability of any solar thermal energy. This is reflected in the
grid power consumption shown in Figure 20d3 . However, Figure 20d2 shows that
from 8:30 AM to 7:00 PM the heat rate from ORC maintains the room air temperature
within the temperature bounds, while the electrical power from the ORC supplies
the HVAC fan in the room.
CMPC: Figure 20e1 depicts the profiles of the room air temperature and the supply air
temperature within the comfort temperature bounds. Based on the predictions of the
LMP of electricity from the power grid (Figure 20e3 ), the CMPC preheats the room
during the non-occupancy period, around 4:30 AM when electricity is cheaper, to
ensure that the room air temperature never violates the temperature bounds, and
the energy cost of heating the room is minimized. During the occupancy period, the
CMPC provides just the amount of heat, through the supply air, to keep the room air
temperature at the lower bound reducing the cost of energy. The CMPC controls the
TES to optimally store the heat from the PTC and supply it to the ORC when needed.
As shown in Figure 20e2 , the cogenerated heat is supplied to the room from 8:30 AM
to 3:00 PM and from 3:30 to 8:30 PM to avoid running the HP with electricity since
the LMP is high during this period. The HP is only turned on when the LMP is cheap
around 3 PM as reflected by the power consumed from the grid in Figure 20e3 .
DRMPC: DRMPC seeks to minimize its energy cost of the building and increase its profit
by contributing to the load following DR program. This means that the building
should consume extra energy to follow the DR load dictated by the grid operator.
Hence, an optimal incentive, Θ = 180$/MWh in this case, must be provided by the
grid operator to compensate for the extra energy cost [16]. Figure 20f1 shows that,
although the room air temperature is inside the comfort bounds, the DRMPC turns
on the HP at 4:30 AM when the LMP is low (Figure 20f3 ), to prevent temperature
violation. During the occupancy period, the DRMPC reduces the HVAC energy
consumption by supplying the necessary heat to keep the room air temperature at
the lower temperature bound from 7 AM until the DR signal is received at 10:30 AM
(Figure 20f3 ). From that time, the room air temperature starts increasing since the
building is providing DR by consuming electricity in the HP, as shown in Figure 20f3 .
The electricity and heat cogeneration of the ORC are depicted in Figure 20f3 .
The total energy consumption and energy cost of the building for the results in
Figure 20 are provided in Table 4 for comparing the six controllers. The following information is obtained from the data in Table 4.
•

By changing the controller from RBC to EMPC, the energy usage of the building is
reduced by 38%.

•

By changing the controller from RBC to ANFIS controller (trained by EMPC data
for a broad building operating range), the energy usage of the building is reduced
by 34%. However, the energy usage is 4% higher than when optimal EMPC is used.
However, the trade-off achieved is a 90% reduction in computational cost, which
enables implementation in low-cost HVAC controllers.

•

By changing the controller from RBC to XMPC, the energy usage of the building is
reduced by 45%. The energy usage of the building of XMPC reduces by 7%, compared
to EMPC. This is because EMPC optimally coordinates the HP and the MicroCSP
to reduce the quantity of energy used by the building, while XMPC maximizes the
availability of the energy to the building in specified ambient conditions.
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•

By changing the controller from RBC to CMPC, the electrical energy cost of the
building is reduced by 70%. The reduction in the electrical energy cost of the building
when CMPC is used is higher than when EMPC, ANFIS controller, or XMPC is used.
This is because, EMPC, ANFIS controller, and XMPC do not consider LMP in their
objective functions.

•

By changing the controller from RBC to DRMPC, the energy cost of the building is
reduced by optimally coordinating the HP and MicroCSP while considering the LMP
and DR incentive. Furthermore, Table 4 shows that, when DRMPC is applied, the
energy consumption of the building is maximum (increases by 124%, compared to
RBC) and the energy cost of the building is minimum (decreases by 99%, compared
to RBC). This is because the objective function of DRMPC is formulated so that the
energy usage of the building is maximized when the grid shows low LMP and/or
shows a high DR incentive.

Table 4. Comparison of the different control frameworks on energy consumption and the HVAC electrical energy cost for a
sample day (18 March 2016).

Control

Energy Consumption
[kWh/Day]

Energy Saving * [%]

Energy Cost
Consumption [$/Day]

Cost Saving * [%]

RBC [20]
EMPC [20]
ANFIS # [19]
XMPC [21]
CMPC [20]
DRMPC [16]

208.7
130.3
138.5
114.1
134.3
467.7

37.7
33.6
45.3
35.6
−124.1

21.5
13.6
17.3
12.4
6.4
0.2

36.7
19.5
42.3
70.2
99.1

* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC. # Computational time of the ANFIS controller
reduces by 90% in comparison with the EMPC.
The results in Table 4 do not account for the prediction uncertainties of the weather
conditions, the solar irradiation, and the LMP. Thus, they can be subject to interpretation.
Our previous works in [17–21] also quantify the range of energy and electrical energy
cost savings of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system by considering the
prediction uncertainties of the controller inputs and performing Monte-Carlo simulations
(MCS). The prediction uncertainties are generated by adding a white noise with a signalto-noise ratio of 5 dB to the controller inputs, namely the ambient temperature, the solar
irradiation, and the LMP, for the sample day (Figure 19).
Figure 21 shows sample MCS results performed using at least one hundred randomly
generated controller inputs. Figure 21a depicts the probability distribution of the energy savings of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system by applying EMPC,
compared to using RBC. Additionally, Figure 21b depicts the probability distribution of
electricity cost savings when CMPC is applied to the combined MicroCSP and building
HVAC system, compared to when RBC is applied. Figure 21 shows that the energy savings
is at least 37% and the cost savings is at least 70% for more than half of the instances. In
addition, Figure 21 shows that the building energy-saving and cost saving will always be
above 33% and 68%, respectively. Finally, Table 5 shows the range, mean, and standard
deviation of the building energy or cost savings when we change from the baseline RBC to
the designed optimal controllers.
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(a)Energy saving probability of EMPC, compared to RBC
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(b)Cost saving probability of CMPC, compared to RBC
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Figure 21. Monte-Carlo simulation results of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system
showing the probability of: (a) the energy savings when EMPC is applied; and (b) the electricity cost
savings when CMPC is applied. The reported numbers are by comparing to when RBC is applied.
(Reprinted from [20] with permission of Elsevier).

Table 5. Summary of the Monte-Carlo simulation results of the different control frameworks by
considering prediction uncertainties.

Control Type

Range

EMPC [20]
ANFIS [19]
XMPC [21]

33.5–41.5
26.5–37
44–46.5

CMPC [20]

68.5–71.5

Mean

Standard Deviation

Energy Saving [%] *
37.5
33
45
Cost Saving [%] *
70

* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC.

2.5
3.4
0.7
0.9
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6. Summary and Recommendations for Future Directions
6.1. Summary
This paper presents an overview of optimal integration and control of micro-scale
concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) systems (i.e., rated power < 1 MW) into the building
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system. This integration requires welldesigned control strategies in order to fully exploit the additional degrees of freedom
offered by the MicroCSP. The rule-based controller (RBC) is the simplest and most used
control technique for HVAC systems in buildings. It is based on a pre-determined set
of rules that are implemented to control the behavior of a system. However, due to the
complexity of the building HVAC system in tandem with MicroCSP, the development of
optimal rules for the RBC to control this system is challenging. In fact, the RBC, in this case,
should be able to consider not only the temperatures of the building rooms but also the
state of charge (SOC) of the thermal energy storage (TES) system, the solar field production,
and the power engine efficiency, as well as the uncertainties related to each one of these
components.
This paper looks at various optimal control strategies applied to the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system. Figure 22 shows the summary of control results of
the designed optimal controllers compared to RBC. The building energy savings reduce
by 38% when an energy-based model predictive controller (EMPC) is applied to the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system instead of using the RBC. Furthermore, by
implementing EMPC trained adaptive fuzzy-neuro inference system (ANFIS) controller,
a compromise between building energy savings and the computational factor is utilized.
The building energy savings by the ANFIS controller reduces by 4% but the computational
factor decreases by 73%, compared to that in the EMPC.
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Figure 22. Summary of optimal controllers performance, compared to the rule-based controller for
the sample day in Figure 19. Computational factor is calculated as the computational time of the
controller divided by the computational time of RBC.

The exergy-based model predictive controller (XMPC) reduces the building energy
savings by 45%, compared to when RBC is applied. Furthermore, XMPC shows the
maximum building energy savings; however, the highly nonlinear exergy functions make
XMPC the most computational expensive among the optimal controllers discussed.
The control frameworks of the energy cost-based model predictive controller (CMPC)
and the building to grid demand response model predictive controller (DRMPC) are
designed to reduce the building energy cost when the combined MicroCSP and building
HVAC system is connected to a power grid. The application of CMPC reduces the building
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energy cost by 70%, compared to that in the RBC. This cost-saving is increased to 99%
when DRMPC is used by taking advantage of grid incentives to accommodate DR requests
by the grid.
Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) results show that moving from RBC to XMPC guarantees the lowest variations in building energy savings among the five designed controllers.
In addition, MCS results show that the ANFIS controller, which is trained offline and
cannot optimally adapt to the uncertainties, shows the highest variations in the building
energy savings, compared to that in the RBC. Finally, MCS results also show that electrical
cost savings of the building HVAC system present a low variability when applying CMPC
instead of RBC.
6.2. Recommendations for Future Directions
After evaluating the presented literature in this review paper, the authors propose the
possible future research directions on the optimal integration of MicroCSP and building
HVAC system, as listed below:
•

•

•

•

•

Exergy-Based MPC: The application of optimal exergy-based MPC (XMPC) to the
combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system has shown high potential for building
energy savings. XMPC is robust to the variations in the outdoor conditions (Table 5),
whereas the downside of XMPC is the computational cost (Figure 22) of solving the
non-linear exergy-based equations of the MicroCSP and the building HVAC system.
This computational limitation is addressed by substantial growth in future generations
of controllers and a reduction in the cost of computational resources. The capabilities
of the controllers currently available in the market [106,107] warrant the feasibility of
XMPC. Thus, XMPC could be designed for different MicroCSP and HVAC systems.
In particular, XMPCs can outperform energy-based MPCs where different energy
conversion systems (e.g., absorption chillers) are involved.
Robust MPC: Similar to other renewable energy-based generation systems, MicroCSP
production is subject to stochastic behavior of solar energy and weather condition
which causes uncertainty in the predictions. This uncertainty combined with the low
accuracy of the control-oriented models affects the results of the MPC controllers.
To tackle this issue, robust techniques such as robust MPC [108,109] and stochastic
MPC [110,111] could be investigated for the optimal control of MicroCSP and building
HVAC system.
Machine Learning-Based Control: In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has infiltrated all areas, and. more precisely, machine learning (ML)-based control techniques
have been widely deployed due to the proliferation and availability of computational
power [112,113]. These techniques have been adopted for the control of complex energy systems especially with the presence of nonlinearities. Likewise, the combination
of MicroCSP and building HVAC systems results in a complex system that could benefit from the synthesis of ML-based controllers. Moreover, the ML techniques combined
with MPC can overcome the prediction uncertainties [114–117]. Indeed, with available
training data, these ML-based MPC controllers can learn to accurately predict the
available MicroCSP production, on a cloudy versus a sunny day for instance, and
adjust the control output accordingly.
Experimental Setup Integration and Controller Implementation: Many experimental
setups for MicroCSP systems have been presented in the literature where researchers
focused on the experimental validation of the models. However, experimental setups
investigating the integration of MicroCSP with the HVAC system of buildings as
well as optimal controllers implementation are lacking. Thus, more work needs to
be carried out in this direction in order to implement and validate different control
techniques.
Integrated Optimal Design and Control: The design and sizing of the MicroCSP
components such as the thermal energy storage system (TES), the ORC turbine, and the
solar field as well as the selection of the heat transfer fluid (WF) and the working fluid
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•

(WF) have a considerable effect on the system performance. The optimal design of this
component is well covered in the literature [20,27,31,33,64,88,93,94,118]. However,
there is lack of combined optimal design and control studies to integrate the design
and optimal control of MicroCSP system and building HVAC since the combined
optimal sizing and control can provide the ultimate energy saving for MicroCSP and
HVAC systems.
Power Grid Integration: The optimal control and integration of MicroCSP into the
HVAC system contribute to the reduction of the building energy and cost, depending
on the objective function. The flexibility that the MicroCSP brings to the building can
be extended to benefit the power grid as well. Indeed, the building to grid integration
presented in this review showed how the MicroCSP allowed the building to react to
the variable electricity pricing and the demand response incentives for load following.
This paves the way for more in-depth investigations of the potentials of MicroCSP to
other types of ancillary services such as frequency regulation, and voltage control.
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